I’m

hello!

Inspiring audiences with their

‘ah-ha’

moment

Want to add some ‘oomph’ to your
next event?
Got a room full of people you want to inspire? Need an insightful keynote
presentation or interactive workshop? Want to wow your audience with a
smashing ‘totally worth it’ experience? You’re in the right place.
Having transformed (and entertained) the mindsets of thousands of advice
professionals, and rubbed shoulders with some of the industry’s elite, my
sessions are jam packed with decades of invaluable experience, authority,
passion and pizzazz. I deliver a memorable message in a way that’s sure to keep
even the most seasoned industry pro alert and listening.
If you want to add the x factor to your next professional development day,
seminar, summit, retreat, conference, convention or academy, we should chat.

What’s my secret sauce….?
Being real. I believe learning should be fun. To make a message
stick, I keep it informative and practical and add a good sprinkling
of humour and sass so your people will remember the lesson long
after the event’s over.
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Who is Kim Payne?
Hi, I’m Kim

Professional Advisers (Financial Advisers, Mortgage Brokers, Risk Specialists, Accountants,
Stockbrokers and Lawyers) come to me for help unlocking the hidden value in their
business. My superpower is showing them how they can make a bigger impact, get paid
what they’re worth and build a business to be proud of.
My passion and enthusiasm for what I do are the first things people notice about me.
Whether it’s delivering an inspiring keynote on stage, rallying the troops in breakout
sessions, providing insights through group workshops or privately coaching aspiring
advisers, my message transforms and rocks lives — in the best possible way!
My experience spanning almost 20 years in the corporate world includes stockbroking,
relationship management, financial advising, training and consulting, as well as running
multiple financial service businesses. Suffice to say, I understand the challenges that hold
businesses back.
I believe that being technically proficient in your field is not enough for amazing success.
You also need a compelling message that’s clear, concise and consistently demonstrated.
Why? Because people want and need to understand why they should work with you, stay
with you, pay you and refer you. And that’s where I come in.
Speaking of technical skills, mine include a Bachelor of Economics, a Graduate Diploma
in Applied Finance and Investment and an Advanced Diploma in Financial Planning.
Other skills I’ve honed over the years include seamlessly mixing up common sayings (i.e.
“it’s better than sliced cheese”) playing cupid, which I’m proud to say has resulted in 3
weddings, and… starting a baseball career at age 48. Yes, that’s my own baseball career
I’m talking about.
My philosophy in life and business is – ‘if not now, when?’
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POPULAR TOPICS
that audiences have loved

“

“In each State she was unanimously rated as the best speaker that
presented to our people.”
Synchron Professional Development Days

USIN G VALUE
TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS
ENGAGE AND RE-ENGAGE CLIENTS BY SHOWCASING
THE VALUE OF YOUR ADVICE
One of the biggest threats to ongoing business success (other
than the increased burden and compliance costs) is not having
any or enough clients.
To prevent this from happening, you need to know how to catch
and keep more client’s that you want. To be able to explain and
demonstrate your value continuously, so people understand why
you’re the very person they should work with, stick with, happily
pay and brag about to others just like them.
Get this right and you’ll position yourself as an indispensable
player in your clients’ lives.
Key learnings:
•
•
•
•
•

Clarify and position the value of your advice so clients engage
Get prospects over the line and willingly committing sooner
Keep existing clients happy so they stick with you
Forge deep, valuable long-term client and b2b relationships
Confidently discuss your fees so people happily pay
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BUILDIN G AN ARMY
OF RAVIN G FANS
Encouraging referrals naturally

Research shows that word-of-mouth referrals are by far
the most valuable source of leads for advice businesses.
So, if satisfied clients say they are happy to refer their
friends and family to you in droves, why aren’t they?
In this session we explore strategies to increase
your referral potential and convert delighted clients
into loyal, wouldn’t-go-anywhere-else ambassadors,
generating a pipeline of new business and getting the
growth you know you’re capable of.
Key learnings:
• How to amplify your ‘referability’
• Identify opportunities for others to share your
goodness
• Take advantage of key referral ‘triggers’
• Build a powerful referral network
• Turbocharge and scale a successful referral strategy

GET YOUR MESSAGE HEARD
Turn confused people into connected clients

You confuse, you lose. Fact. If people don’t understand
what you do and the difference you can make, they
won’t engage you. It’s as simple as that. And let’s face it,
financial advice is complicated enough.
Communicating a clear and powerful message is one of
the most effective ways to grow your business. It boils
down to having a captivating offer, delivered to the right
audience at the right time – regardless of whether it’s
written or spoken, direct or indirect, online or digital.
It’s about being so valuable in your client’s mind that
working with you is a no-brainer.
Key learnings:
• How to craft a compelling message that people listen
to AND learn from
• Earn people’s attention and hold their interest
• Inspire clients to take meaningful action
• Communicate ‘what’s in it for me’ from your client’s
perspective
• Leave your mark by appealing to people’s heads and
hearts
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A MAGNETIC CLIENT EXPERIEN CE
Luring clients in for a lifelong relationship

Being a great adviser is simply not enough if you want to
make a lasting impact that engages clients and ‘puts a ring’
on the relationship for life.
It’s about delivering an experience so memorable, insightful
and inspiring that your clients are compelled to take action
and keep coming back for more year after year. And by
making them feel so incredibly special that you don’t have to
ask for referrals, endorsing you just becomes second nature.
Key learnings:
•
•
•
•
•

Your client experience is your competitive advantage
Be memorable, not forgettable
Sweat the small stuff for a big impact
Out-service rather than out-price competitors
Compel clients to commit for the long haul
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A DELICIOUS DIGITAL
PRESEN CE

PRICI N G WITH C ONFIDEN CE

Leveraging digital, socials and video to grow your business
You can only make a difference in people’s lives if they seek
your help and you continue to engage them over time.
In a world full of distraction, getting and keeping clients’
attention long-term is more challenging than ever.
In this session, we’ll explore how and why digital tools
(social media, video, automation etc.) are among the most
powerful ways to reinforce your value and nurture valuable
relationships with impact, scale and efficiency.

When it comes to pricing your advice, there is no magic
bullet. However, there are a number of fundamental
principles which can boost your confidence when it
comes to putting a price on your services, raising your
fees or having a discussion with clients.
This session is designed to explore what works and what
doesn’t when it comes to all things pricing and advice.
Key learnings:

Key learnings:
•
•
•
•

Getting paid what you’re worth

How to create a ‘delicious’ digital presence
Using digital to enhance your sales and marketing effort
Deepen your relationships and become more relatable
Be organically ‘discovered’ by more people who need
your help
• Engage clients in a more meaningful and relevant way

• The fundamentals of pricing profitably —getting paid
what you’re worth
• How and when to position the ‘pricing conversation’
• Ways to boost your pricing confidence
• Raising or changing your fees without losing valuable
clients
• What other industries can teach us about pricing the
intangible
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COMMUNICATE SO PEOPLE
UNDERSTAND
How soft skills help to win more business

Today, being technically advice-savvy is not enough to be
successful. The best of the best know that mastering their
ability to relate to people, building strong relationships and
creating meaningful connections is where the magic lies.
It’s about honing your soft skills, understanding human
behaviour and knowing how to influence people to take
meaningful action so everyone wins.
Key learnings:
• The power of rapport
• Understand and relate to different personalities and
behaviours
• Use body language and non-verbal cues to analyse a
situation
• Listen intently and communicate effectively
• Ask brilliant and insightful questions that influence people
to take action
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Sharing the love from
delighted audiences

“

“Kim changed my life!”
F o r tnum P r ivate Wealth Co nf er ence

“At our recent conference, Kim’s
sessions were the two highest rated
sessions and advisers have asked for
further masterclass workshops with
Kim.
Kim is a passionate and vibrant presenter. I
also love how versatile and adaptable Kim is
as a speaker and how she takes the time to
listen to our requirements and then tailors her
presentation to ensure the delivery is spot on.
This is rare and very much appreciated!”
SIMONE MUNRO
Head of Professional Development
Fortnum Private Wealth Ltd

“Kim changed my life!”
“All of Kim’s sessions were spectacular.
Extremely useful information that can be
implemented immediately. “
“Kim is a dynamic and funny speaker who
can convey to the audience a large number
of practical ideas that a services firm can
implement quickly and easily.”
FORTNUM PRIVATE WEALTH
CONFERENCE
Presentation: Creating a fantastic value proposition and
client experience

“Outstanding and entirely on the mark.
Passionate and gave some real takeaways to try.
Fantastic exuberance.
Great energy!
Great ideas!
Loved Kim and shared some really useful tips,
Amazing, very punchy & inspiring.
Full of energy, informative, great session.
Very funny, great content Great choice of
presenter.”

THE ALPHA GROUP CONFERENCE
Keynote Presentation: The Best Marketers Win!

“Kim is one of the few speakers that
has engaged me enough to believe
that she could add significant value to
our business.”
“Having sat through numerous presentations
over the past 10 years from business coaches,
motivational speakers, industry experts and
successful business owners across various
industries, I can honestly say Kim is one of the
few speakers that has engaged me enough to
believe that she could add significant value to
our business.”
JONATHAN ROONEY |DIRECTOR
The Structured Group

“In each State she was unanimously
rated as the best speaker that
presented to our people.
Our total audience that she addressed was just
over 200 of our Authorised Representatives.
She is very articulate speaker, with a very
casual light style of speaking that keeps the
attention of her audience.”
SYNCHRON PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAYS
Paul Riegelhuth | Director
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“The feedback we have received
from our members has been
outstanding.
From our very first meeting, through to the
delivery of our programme workshops,
we knew we made the right choice. At the
outset, our business objectives were well
understood, we were kept informed every
step of the way and finally, the workshops
were extremely well facilitated. “
PARTNER PLUS PROGRAMME CHOICE
AGGREGATION SERVICES

“Best session, got a lot out of this one.
Excellent stuff.
Very professional.
Very dynamic speaker.”
SUNCORP FINANCIAL PLANNING
PD DAY
Keynote Presentation: Discover How to use Value as a
Powerful Growth Tool

“The
audience
loved
Kim’s
presentation from start to finish.
They still refer back to some of her nuggets
months after. A simple but powerful message
delivered with passion and enthusiasm –
perfect!”
PETER MCCARTHY
Founder | Director | My Prosperity
Presentation: How Accountants and advisers can embrace
emerging opportunities and capitalise on the value they
provide.

“We valued your professional
approach to help understand our
context and design such a high quality
and energising session.”
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: WHY
LEARNING IS SMART BUSINESS
MLC Staff Learning Conference
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“Very passionate, committed,
articulate, great messages. Great
speaker – very valuable things
to consider, not only to ‘price’
effectively, but to grow your
business.”
Very informative and well presented.
Very articulate. Speaks with clarity.
Thought provoking topic – excellent.
Colleague feedback very positive.
Excellent presentation!
A different way of assessing price.
Loved this session! Using real life examples
was great to enforce understanding of
subject.
Extremely motivating, inspiring. Telling
‘stories’ with the presentation made it
relative and interesting.
Very good content that was useful. Very
enjoyable, a way forward in a concise and
structured way. Thanks for this.
Top notch and very useful. Definitely gives
you a lot to think about.
NAB FINANCIAL PLANNING |
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY
Presentation title: Comfortable Pricing

Businesses I’ve been
delighted to work with

Want to give your audience
their

ah-ha

moment?

To explore how I could inspire your people at your next event,
I’d be delighted to chat and see what’s possible.

0421 058 926
kim@9rok.com.au
www.9rok.com.au

Want a snippet of me in action? Click on this link.

